Loading of the Spine in Low Back Pain Patients Does Not Induce MRI Changes in Modic Lesions: A Prospective Clinical Study
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Abstract: Modic changes (MCs) are gaining increased interest as potential generators of low back pain (LBP). The current aim was to investigate possible spinal loading effects on the MRI signal in MCs in patients with LBP. Supine lumbar MRIs were performed and immediately repeated with axial loading in 100 LBP patients. A total of 43 patients (23 male, mean age 45.7 years) had MCs. Each Modic was outlined on all sagittal T2-weighted images (>25% affected vertebrae). For reference, regions of interest were placed in both vertebrae without Modic and in Modic-free tissue in vertebrae with Modic. The Modic signal intensity, normalized to cerebrospinal fluid, and Modic volume were compared between MRIs with and without spinal loading. Of the 94 MCs, 36.2% (n = 34) were type I, 58.5% (n = 55) were type II, and 5.3% (n = 5) were type III. No differences in Modic volume (mean 0.046 cm$^3$; $p = 0.25$) between the MRIs with and without spinal loading were found. In addition, no significant changes in Modic signal were induced by loading (mean 1.5% difference; $p = 0.308$). Loading increased the signal in the reference regions of interest in vertebrae both with Modic (mean 5.5%; $p = 0.002$) and without (mean 3.5%; SD 0.09; $p = 0.02$). To conclude, MRIs performed with and without spinal loading showed no change in either volume or signal of MCs, suggesting that most MCs are not instantaneously influenced by biomechanical load.
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1. Introduction

Modic changes (MCs) are a radiological classification of vertebral bone marrow lesions displayed as changes in MRI signal adjacent to the endplates [1–3]. In the last two decades, MCs have gained increased interest as potential pain generators in patients with low back pain (LBP) [1,4–6]. Although the prevalence of MCs is higher in patients with LBP, these changes also exist in asymptomatic individuals [7]. Histopathologically, MCs have been linked to endplate fissures, neovascularization, fibrovascular marrow replacement [3], pro-inflammatory mediators, and infection [5,6,8]. Neither the underlying etiopathology of MCs nor their association to LBP have been fully elucidated; however, endplate damage and disc disruption appear to be involved in a multifactorial process leading to MCs [1,8].

The endplate works as a biomechanical barrier that maintains pressure in the disc and impedes the transport of degrading molecules between the disc and the vertebrae. Damage to this barrier alters molecular transport over the endplate [9–11] and may increase intraosseous pressure [12] through the increased efflux of matrix molecules from the disc into the vertebral marrow [9,13]. This possible increase in pressure may in turn stimulate nociceptors in the endplates [14]. A recent study by Splendidani et al. suggested that such
dynamic behavior, within a spinal segment with deteriorated endplates, can be captured with MRI. They reported an increase in MC area during spinal loading in the upright position compared to the supine position without loading, with a correlation between area increase and induced pain in the standing position [15].

Several studies have also reported that MRIs might display different tissue characteristics when conducted during spinal loading than when performed in the conventional relaxed supine position [16–22]. For example, MRI performed during spinal loading instantaneously display dynamic behaviors in both intervertebral discs, vertebrae and endplates, indicating between-group differences in tissue characteristics in LBP patients and controls that could contribute to linking image-based features to pain [17,19]. Vertebrae with MCs have also been shown to display higher T2 times (T2-mapping) than vertebrae without [21]. However, no previous study has investigated whether the MRI signal alters in the MC itself under spinal loading. Since previous T2-mapping studies have reported instantaneous regional changes in T2 time in the disc as a response to load, a similar change could also exist in MCs. It was hypothesized that a dynamic image-based MC component exists, which was reflected as an increased T2 signal resulting from compressive spinal forces that alter the matrix architecture and/or increase the molecular flux from the disc to the vertebrae over the damaged endplate.

It is important to establish whether and how the MRI signal change in MCs during spinal loading. The aim of this study was therefore to investigate the possible effects of spinal loading on the MRI signal in MCs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Cohort

As part of an ongoing prospective study, 100 patients were consecutively recruited to examine the general impact of spinal loading in patients with LBP. Inclusion criteria for the patients were age 20–70 years and chronic (duration ≥ 3 months) non-specific LBP. Patients were not included if they reported symptoms indicating nerve affection, previous back surgery, or claustrophobia. In the current study, all examined patients with MCs at MRI were included. A senior radiologist with >15 years’ experience in spinal MRI evaluated the presence and type of MC in each patient [3]. Background data included as part of this study were level of pain according to Visual Analog Scale (VAS) and if the patients were smokers or not. The study was approved by the regional ethics review board and conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration with informed consent signed by all patients.

2.2. Magnetic Resonance Imaging

All patients underwent MRI examination (3T scanner/Signa, GE Healthcare) of the lumbar spine, first in a relaxed supine position (without load) and immediately thereafter during axial loading in a supine position (with load) with identical scan parameters (Table 1). The entire examination lasted approximately 40 min for each patient, including scans both with and without spinal loading. Thus, the load was applied for approximately 20 min.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation/Sequence</th>
<th>TR (ms)</th>
<th>TE (ms)</th>
<th>FOV (mm)</th>
<th>Acquisition Matrix</th>
<th>Slice (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sagittal T1 weighted</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>280 × 280</td>
<td>352 × 260</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sagittal T2 weighted</td>
<td>3680</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>280 × 280</td>
<td>352 × 288</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ms = milliseconds, mm = millimeters. TR = repetition time, TE = echo time, FOV = field of view.

MRI with load was performed using the validated Dynawell compression device [21,22]. Axial loading of about 50% of the patient’s body weight was applied using a footplate attached by side straps to a patient harness, thus simulating in the MRI scanner the loading of the lumbar spine in an upright relaxed position [21,22]. A small cushion was placed
beneath the lumbar spine to prevent flexion during compression. All examinations were performed between 12:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m.

2.3. Measurements

A senior medical student performed the segmentation of all MCs following a supervised training phase on another dataset not included in the study. Reliability measurements, for both MC volume and MRI signal, were performed on a set of 30 MCs (the middle third of the cohort) by the medical student and by the senior radiologist, who were blinded to each other. The student then repeated the measurements after one month. Reliability measurements were performed using the intra-class correlation (ICC) coefficient. Each MC was outlined on sagittal T2-weighted (W) images using a free-hand polygonal tool (ITK-SNAP, version 3.6.0, 2017, www.itksnap.org, accessed on 7 April 2021) [23] on each of up to 11 slices where at least 25% of the vertebra was affected in either an anteroposterior or craniocaudal direction, irrespective of location within the vertebrae (anterior, posterior or lateral). From the outlined region, the volume of the entire MC was calculated, and the mean SI of the entire MC was extracted. The measures were automatically generated by the software used. When both endplates adjacent to an intervertebral disk were involved, each MC was evaluated separately (Figures 1 and 2). In each vertebra affected by MC, a reference region of interest (ROI; mean size: 0.6 cm²) was placed as close as possible to the center of the bone tissue without MCs on the midsagittal T2W image, avoiding apparent vessels. Similar reference ROIs were also placed as close as possible to the center of vertebrae without any MCs (Figure 1). The signal intensity (SI) in the MC and in the remote ROIs was normalized to the SI in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The normalized SI in the MC was then divided by the SI in the normalized remote ROIs and compared between the MRIs with and without spinal loading. MC volumes with and without loading were also compared. The CSF ROI was placed in free CSF at a level close to the vertebrae evaluated. MCs were classified by type (I–III) [3]. For mixed types, the dominant type (>50%) was registered, but the entire MC was included in the segmentation.

![Figure 1](image_url). Illustration of Modic change (MC) segmentation in L5 and S1 and placement of ROIs (red circles) in cerebrospinal fluid, vertebrae without MC, and vertebra with MC.
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Figure 2. Example of segmented Modic change (MC) in L5 and in S1 at MRI without (left) and with (right) spinal loading.

2.4. Statistics

Parameters were tested for normality. Descriptive data are presented as mean (standard deviation (SD)) for continuous variables and as absolute values and percentages for categorical variables.

Paired Student’s t-tests were used to compare SI and MC volumes between MRIs with and without load. ANOVA and Tukey post hoc tests were used for multiple comparisons between load-induced differences between types of MCs. Pearson’s correlation was used for MRI markers (MC volume and SI) acquired with and without spinal loading. For ICC, the absolute agreement two-way random effects model was used [24]. The level of significance was set at p < 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM statistics SPSS, version 27).

3. Results

The presence of MCs at MRI were found in 43 individuals (23 male; mean age 45.7 years, range 29–66). The reported level of pain, in terms of VAS, in this group of LBP patients was mean 56.4 (SD 22). Only one of the individuals reported being a smoker. In these 43 individuals, a total of 94 MCs, 84% localized in L3-S1, were evaluated and distributed as follows: type I: 36.2% (n = 34), type II: 58.5% (n = 55), and type III: 5.3% (n = 5). No change in location or type was observed when load was applied. The mean (SD) SI in MCs was 1.311 (0.34) without load and 1.292 (0.30) with load. No significant SI change was detected in the MCs, either in total (mean: 0.02; 95% CI: −0.02 to 0.06; p = 0.308) (Table 2) or when stratified by type (0.905 > p < 0.151) (Table 3 and Figure 3). Spinal loading induced a higher SI in vertebral reference ROIs, both in vertebrae with MCs (mean: 0.023, p = 0.002) and in vertebrae without (mean 0.017, p = 0.02); (Figure 1). The mean (SD) SI in the reference ROIs in vertebrae with MCs was 0.445 (0.83) without load and 0.470 (0.87) with load. Corresponding figures for the reference ROIs in vertebrae not affected by MCs were 0.447 (0.1) and 0.464 (0.1), respectively.

MC volume did not change between MRIs with spinal loading (mean: 1.87 cm$^3$, SD: 1.5) and those without (mean: 1.92 cm$^3$, SD 1.5; p = 0.25), even when stratifying by MC type (0.09 > p < 0.68); (Table 3). Correlation analyses were performed to test for any associations between induced change in MC volume and induced MC SI, but none were found (k = −0.23; p = 0.023), neither if correlation analysis was performed only in MCs in which spinal loading induced an increase in MC volume (k = −0.28 p = 0.08).

The ICC coefficient for intra-observer agreement on SI was 0.97 (95% CI: 0.90–0.99) versus 0.98 (95% CI: 0.95–0.99) for inter-observer agreement. The ICC coefficient for MC volume was 0.87 (95% CI: 0.67–0.95) for intra-observer agreement versus 0.97 (95% CI: 0.93–0.99) for inter-observer agreement.
Table 2. Change in Modic signal intensity and Modic volume between magnetic resonance imaging performed with and without spinal loading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load-Induced Change (MRI without Load-MRI with Load)</th>
<th>MC Signal Intensity</th>
<th>MC Volume (cm^3)</th>
<th>ROI Vertebra w MC Signal Intensity</th>
<th>ROI Vertebra w/o MC Signal Intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>(−)0.025</td>
<td>(−)0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI lower</td>
<td>(−)0.019</td>
<td>(−)0.033</td>
<td>(−) 0.039</td>
<td>(−)0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI upper</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>(−) 0.007</td>
<td>(−) 0.047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

w = with; w/o = without; SD = standard deviation; CI = confidence interval, MC = Modic change, ROI = reference region of interest.

Table 3. Change in Modic volume and signal intensity between magnetic resonance imaging acquired with and without spinal loading for different Modic types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load-Induced Change (MRI without Load-MRI with Load)</th>
<th>Modic Change Signal Intensity</th>
<th>Modic Change Volume (cm^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modic Type</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>(−)0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(−)0.033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD = standard deviation.

Figure 3. Box plot of signal intensity (SI) change between MRIs with and without load in Type I-III Modic lesions.

4. Discussion

In this prospective MRI study investigating load-induced features in MCs, spinal loading was not found to modify either the SI or volume of MC.

It is known that the micro-architecture of vertebral bones differs between those affected by MC versus those without MC as well as between various types of MC [3,25]. Since each of the three different MC types have different tissue characteristics, it is reasonable...
to assume that spinal loading will impact each type differently. The bone marrow in MC type I has been shown to be replaced by vascularized granulation tissue accompanied by endplate fissuring and increased bone turnover [2,25,26]. Furthermore, in vitro studies have reported a higher ratio of erosion of the bone surface in MC type I than in type III. The precondition for a dynamic component seems therefore greater in MC type I than in, for example, MC type III, which has greater bone volume fraction and thicker trabeculae and is therefore less likely to be immediately affected by spinal dynamics [25]. However, no load-induced difference could be shown when stratifying for MC type. This study confirms the findings of Lagerstrand et al., who reported no load-induced changes in vertebrae with MCs using T2 mapping and segmentation of the entire vertebrae [20]. Our results thus contradict the findings of Splendiani et al., who reported that an increased MC area correlated with increased pain in the upright position [15], suggesting a possible diagnostic value in exploring this dynamic MC component in patients with LBP. Differences between their study and the current one could be methodological. In the current study, the volumetric segmentations included more image slices than in the Splendiani study, and the set-up was optimized to reduce potential errors due to partial volume effects and repositioning between examinations. The effect of moving from supine to standing position in the earlier study was likely larger than undergoing MRI examination both with and without load while remaining supine, as in the current study. On the other hand, spinal loading in the supine position does not reflect the true conditions of the spine in the upright position. Nevertheless, the lack of change in both MC volume and SI strengthens the results of the present study.

The biomechanical stress model describes how microtrauma of the endplate initiates a catabolic cascade of inflammatory mediators, inducing degenerative disc changes with a disturbed biochemical exchange between the disc and the vertebra [1]. This model has often been suggested as the etiopathology of MCs. Splendidani et al. explained their finding of increased MC area in the upright position through the redistribution of water from a degenerated disc to the adjacent marrow through cracks in the endplate [15]. A potential explanation of our contradictory results, which showed no image-based dynamic component in MCs, could be impaired molecular transport over the endplates due to possible endplate calcifications, sclerosis, and/or larger molecular size in solutes and restricted diffusion that could co-exist with an MC-associated inflammatory process [1,11]. Increased matrix density in a motion segment has been shown to be associated with reduced transportation of solutes [11], and it is likely that vascularized granulation tissue, inflammatory mediators, and edema, all associated with MCs, lead to a more dense matrix than in a vertebra without MC. This is supported by the finding in the recently published study by Lagerstrand et al. that investigated differences in intervertebral disc and vertebral T2-relaxation time after spinal loading [17]. Spinal loading induced less change in the motion segment with endplate changes, specifically a limited loading effect for vertebrae with MCs type I. Furthermore, they reported significantly higher T2 time values in vertebrae with MCs type I, suggesting this as a reflection of an inflammatory state, since higher T2 times represent higher content of water molecules and altered micro-architecture. Another similar study reported significant differences in SI, investigated with T2-mapping, between MRI performed with and without load in normal endplates as opposed to abnormal endplates or endplates associated with MCs [18].

The possibility of using MCs as image-based biomarkers of pain remains a matter of debate. Even if MCs, especially MC type I, are related to LBP, its use as a biomarker of individual pain is limited, since MC also exist in asymptomatic individuals [7]. A degenerative disc under biomechanical stress can produce pro-inflammatory mediators, which in turn can diffuse through the endplate and subchondral bone and generate local areas of inflammation and edema (MCs) [27]. Biomechanically induced local inflammatory changes, in general, are known to be a potential source of pain. In patients with LBP, it is common that various forms of spinal loading induce or aggravate the pain. Furthermore, concordant pain has been shown to be induced by axial loading of the spine during MRI [28].
Previous findings of instantaneous load-induced regional behavior within the disc, with differences between LBP patients and controls, strongly suggest that annular fissures are associated with pain [19,29,30]. This, combined with a lack of image-based load-induced changes in MCs, probably reflects that MCs in general are not instantaneously influenced by such biomechanical stress. Although these findings seem not to support the theory that MCs are actively involved in biomechanically induced pain, pain is a complex phenomenon. Since MCs are part of the vertebral bone, actual morphological deformation may not be evident under external stress. Radiological deformation is therefore not necessary for MCs to be pain generators; for example, the endplate itself could be affected, or nociceptors within might be stimulated by biomechanical loading. It should, however, be noted that this study examined the load-induced effect on MCs on a group, not an individual, level. Considering the relatively large range of load-induced changes (Figure 3), it cannot fully be excluded that spinal loading may modify MCs on an individual or segmental level. Theoretically, even within a certain type, MCs might represent different phenotypes; depending on the type of endplate change (sclerosis versus cracks/fissures), some may be differently affected by load. For example, it has been reported that load-induced T2-relaxation time differs between endplates with and without apparent changes [18,20]. The lack of correlation between induced change in MC volume and SI, however, makes this less likely, especially since the analyses were repeated with similar results after excluding MCs without change in volume.

The current finding of minor load-induced SI increase in vertebral regions not affected by MCs could be explained by the redistribution of water molecules in the dynamic hematopoietic bone marrow [31]. Quantitative MRI techniques have long been used to phenotype bone marrow, and it is known that vertebral marrow signals depend on age, nutritional status, disease, and other factors [31–33]. The current study confirms a large between-individual variation in marrow signal and minor intra-individual variations. Regional signal alterations can reflect local variation in the amount of normal vertebral matrix components such as fat, bone, vessels, and hematopoietic cells [31]. Even if the induced change was significant, the effect was very small in relation to the large interindividual variation in vertebral marrow signal (Figure 4). Different methodologies between the current study and previous studies investigating the load-induced behavior in vertebrae likely explain slightly divergent results. The few existing such studies have segmented the entire vertebrae and used T2-mapping, whereas in the current study, the entire MC was segmented. For example, Lagerstrand et al. reported a lack of significant load-induced signal change in vertebra in both patients and controls [17], while another study reported different load-induced behavior between vertebra with and without endplate changes [20]. Present findings contribute to the understanding of MCs and demonstrate their insensitivity to different loading conditions.

Limitations

The lack of a control group is a limitation, since significantly higher T2 values, based on T2-mapping, have been reported in the vertebrae of patients with LBP than in controls [17]. A larger cohort enabling stratification for all MC types with statistical power would be preferred. Similarly, a larger cohort would enable stratification also for MC location within the vertebrae as well as correlation between load-induced MC behavior and load-induced pain. A possible reason for the lack of significant SI change in MCs may be that the SI increase is too small relative to an already high signal at MRI without load. In addition, it cannot be excluded that prolonged load bearing would alter the MCs. As discussed above, spinal loading in a supine position does not replicate the loading conditions in an upright position; however, it has recently been shown that there is a strong correlation between spinal MRI morphology using a compression device in the supine position and spinal morphology in the standing position [22]. In addition, comparisons between this study and previous studies investigating the general load-induced effect in vertebrae might be improved if T2-mapping were used; therefore, the present results need to be confirmed.
in a large cohort study using quantitative sequences, such as T2-mapping, and preferably with a control group.

**Figure 4.** Scatterplot of the signal intensity (SI) in each reference ROI in vertebrae without Modic change (MC) at MRI with (y-axis) and without (x-axis) loading.

5. Conclusions

To conclude, MRIs performed with and without spinal loading showed no change in either volume or signal of MCs. The lack of radiological changes suggests that most MCs are not instantaneously influenced by biomechanical load.
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